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O
n 7 October 2014, n 7 October 2014, 
Minister of Fi-Minister of Fi-
nance of Georgia, nance of Georgia, 
Nodar Khaduri, Nodar Khaduri, 
stated that the pri-stated that the pri-

vate sector is competing with vate sector is competing with 
the public sector in the fi eld the public sector in the fi eld 
of wages. He also pointed out of wages. He also pointed out 
that the wages in the public that the wages in the public 
sector are lower as compared sector are lower as compared 
to the private sector and the to the private sector and the 
growth of wages is necessary growth of wages is necessary 
in order to attract and main-in order to attract and main-
tain qualifi ed personnel.tain qualifi ed personnel.

In 2013, the majority of the In 2013, the majority of the 
employed people (61%) were employed people (61%) were 
self-employed whilst the re-self-employed whilst the re-
maining 39% were hired em-maining 39% were hired em-
ployees (658 thousand peo-ployees (658 thousand peo-
ple). Up to 81% of the hired ple). Up to 81% of the hired 
employees were engaged in employees were engaged in 
the business (private) sector the business (private) sector 
and the remaining 19% were and the remaining 19% were 

employed in the public sector.employed in the public sector.
The number of people em-The number of people em-

ployed in the public sector de-ployed in the public sector de-
creased after 2010 whilst the creased after 2010 whilst the 
number of those employed in number of those employed in 
the private sector increased. the private sector increased. 
In addition, the differences In addition, the differences 
between the average wages in between the average wages in 
the public and the private sec-the public and the private sec-
tors decreased. For example, tors decreased. For example, 
the average wage in the pri-the average wage in the pri-
vate sector was 40.2% higher vate sector was 40.2% higher 
than that of the public sector than that of the public sector 
in 2007 whilst in 2014 this in 2007 whilst in 2014 this 
difference is down to 7.6%.difference is down to 7.6%.

The table below depicts the The table below depicts the 
public and the private sector public and the private sector 
wage differences by their eco-wage differences by their eco-
nomic profi le.nomic profi le.

As the table makes clear, the As the table makes clear, the 
wages in the majority of the wages in the majority of the 
public sector jobs are lower as public sector jobs are lower as 
compared to the private sector; compared to the private sector; 
however, the average wages in however, the average wages in 
the public sector in the mining the public sector in the mining 
industry and fi nancial com-industry and fi nancial com-
panies are much higher than panies are much higher than 

those of the private sector. those of the private sector. 
It should be noted that high It should be noted that high 

wages are typically paid by wages are typically paid by 
large businesses in the private large businesses in the private 
sector. Hence, we can say that sector. Hence, we can say that 
the public sector is in compe-the public sector is in compe-
tition with large businesses. tition with large businesses. 
As for medium and small As for medium and small 
businesses, their wages are businesses, their wages are 
signifi cantly lower than those signifi cantly lower than those 
of the public sector (see Table of the public sector (see Table 
2). Considering the fact that 2). Considering the fact that 
the public sector is in need of the public sector is in need of 
qualifi ed personnel and they qualifi ed personnel and they 
are mostly employed in large are mostly employed in large 
businesses, we can say that businesses, we can say that 
the state is in competition the state is in competition 
with large businesses whilst with large businesses whilst 
the competition with medium the competition with medium 
and small businesses is not and small businesses is not 
overly serious.overly serious.

Table 2 also shows that Table 2 also shows that 
there was a trend of the aver-there was a trend of the aver-
age wage increase in the pub-age wage increase in the pub-
lic sector in recent years. The lic sector in recent years. The 
wages in this sector were 37% wages in this sector were 37% 
higher in 2013 than in 2010.higher in 2013 than in 2010.

Nodar Khaduri:
Minister of Finance of GeorgiaMinister of Finance of Georgia

“Despite the fact that 
wages are being increased 
in the public sector, they 
still fall short of the private 
sector wages.”

CONCLUSION
The role of the public sector in employment reduced after 2010 whilst the average wages The role of the public sector in employment reduced after 2010 whilst the average wages 
increased. In spite of the reduction in the pay-gap between the private and the public sectors, increased. In spite of the reduction in the pay-gap between the private and the public sectors, 
the wages in most of the fi elds of the public sector are still signifi cantly lower than those of the the wages in most of the fi elds of the public sector are still signifi cantly lower than those of the 
private sector.private sector.
FactCheckFactCheck concludes that Nodar Khaduri’s statement:  “Despite the fact that wages are being  concludes that Nodar Khaduri’s statement:  “Despite the fact that wages are being 
increased in the public sector, they still fall short of the private sector wages,” is increased in the public sector, they still fall short of the private sector wages,” is TRUE.TRUE.

The views expressed in this website are those  of  FactCheck.ge and  do not refl ect the views of 
The FINANCIAL or the supporting organisations

FactCheckFactCheck

Table 1:  Table 1:  Public and Private Sector Wage Differences in 2013Public and Private Sector Wage Differences in 2013

Table 2:Table 2:  Amount of Average Wage by the Size of the Business  Amount of Average Wage by the Size of the Business

Source:Source:  National Statistics Offi ce of Georgia  National Statistics Offi ce of Georgia

Source:  Source:  National Statistics Offi ce of GeorgiaNational Statistics Offi ce of Georgia

Type of Economic Activity Public Sector Private Sector Difference
Average Wage 738.7 795.1 -7,6%
Agriculture 527.5 484.3 9%
Mining Industry 2,431.2 842.1 189%
Processing Industry 692.6 682.7 1%
Construction 749.2 872.9 -14%
Transport and Communications 936.3 1,149.8 -19%
Finances 3,037.5 1,486.6 104%
Real Estate Operations 646.7 917.6 -30%
Education 410.6 485.2 -15%
Healthcare 607.3 684.3 -11%

Public Sector Large Businesses Medium Businesses Small Businesses
2010 539.1 755.2 395 312.9
2011 589.1 820.7 451 283.1
2012 656.1 928.1 528.1 338.1
2013 738.7 969.9 565.8 372.2
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Sexting, Sexting, 
Cyberbullying Cyberbullying 
and When and When 
Online and Online and 
Offl ine Worlds Offl ine Worlds 
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T
he researchers fi nd he researchers fi nd 
that children are that children are 
listening to adult listening to adult 
advice, and indeed advice, and indeed 
tend to welcome pa-tend to welcome pa-

rental support, but this does rental support, but this does 
not always mean that the ad-not always mean that the ad-
vice is followed through. While vice is followed through. While 
children have learned that par-children have learned that par-
ents are fearful of the notion of ents are fearful of the notion of 
meeting strangers online, for meeting strangers online, for 
example, a number of them example, a number of them 
had still been in touch with had still been in touch with 
someone they had not met of-someone they had not met of-
fl ine. The hypocrisies between fl ine. The hypocrisies between 
the online and offl ine world the online and offl ine world 
also do not go unnoticed by also do not go unnoticed by 
children.children.

“Children have learnt to call “Children have learnt to call 
sexual content ‘inappropriate’ sexual content ‘inappropriate’ 
following warnings from their following warnings from their 
parents and often expressed parents and often expressed 
concern that younger siblings concern that younger siblings 
should be protected from should be protected from 
sexual content” the research-sexual content” the research-
ers state. “However, even the ers state. “However, even the 
youngest interviewed were youngest interviewed were 
aware that similar images of-aware that similar images of-
ten existed to sell products and ten existed to sell products and 
could be seen in the press and could be seen in the press and 
elsewhere in their daily envi-elsewhere in their daily envi-
ronment offl ine. They there-ronment offl ine. They there-
fore found it puzzling that on-fore found it puzzling that on-
line sexual images generated line sexual images generated 
such strong warnings from such strong warnings from 
parents.”parents.”

This confusion was also This confusion was also 
raised when discussing paren-raised when discussing paren-
tal concerns over bad language, tal concerns over bad language, 
with children questioning why with children questioning why 
bad language was a focus of pa-bad language was a focus of pa-
rental anxiety about the inter-rental anxiety about the inter-
net when swearing could com-net when swearing could com-
monly be heard offl ine.monly be heard offl ine.

There are a whole set of There are a whole set of 
practices related to the in-practices related to the in-
ternet that would not usually ternet that would not usually 
be termed ‘risks’ parents but be termed ‘risks’ parents but 
which were of concern to chil-which were of concern to chil-
dren. This may mean that there dren. This may mean that there 
is a gap between the advice that is a gap between the advice that 
parents are giving, and the is-parents are giving, and the is-
sues that children really need sues that children really need 
help with managing.help with managing.

The trickiest online risks The trickiest online risks 
for children, for example, are for children, for example, are 
posed not by strangers but by posed not by strangers but by 
peers, the report argues. Fur-peers, the report argues. Fur-
thermore, while cyberbully-thermore, while cyberbully-
ing and online aggression do ing and online aggression do 
trouble children, many of the trouble children, many of the 
online concerns raised might online concerns raised might 
not be classifi ed as risks in not be classifi ed as risks in 
adult terms, for example issues adult terms, for example issues 
of drama and rumour, where of drama and rumour, where 
communications inappropri-communications inappropri-
ately distort or share infor-ately distort or share infor-
mation, according to London mation, according to London 
School  of Economy.School  of Economy.

“While social drama always “While social drama always 
exists among young people exists among young people 
(as well as adults)” the re-(as well as adults)” the re-
port says, “it can be amplifi ed port says, “it can be amplifi ed 
when online.” This can lead when online.” This can lead 
to increased anxiety, with to increased anxiety, with 
children feeling they need to children feeling they need to 
repair interactions offl ine be-repair interactions offl ine be-
cause of what has taken place cause of what has taken place 
online.online.

“Provided children are not “Provided children are not 
given to think that their in-given to think that their in-
ternet access might be either ternet access might be either 
removed or intrusively moni-removed or intrusively moni-
tored, it seemed to us that they tored, it seemed to us that they 
are broadly accepting that their are broadly accepting that their 
online activities will be subject online activities will be subject 
to adult advice, supervision to adult advice, supervision 
and support” the authors write. and support” the authors write. 
“It is particularly encourag-“It is particularly encourag-
ing that the youngest children ing that the youngest children 
welcome adult support and in-welcome adult support and in-
tervention. This indicates that tervention. This indicates that 
if adults intervene and guide if adults intervene and guide 
children when they fi rst go on-children when they fi rst go on-
line, their advice will be more line, their advice will be more 
accepted as children age, rath-accepted as children age, rath-
er than if fi rst offered to them er than if fi rst offered to them 
as teenagers.”as teenagers.”

Share your idea or story to Share your idea or story to 
the readers of The FINAN-the readers of The FINAN-
CIAL. Industry professionals CIAL. Industry professionals 
and experts are welcome to and experts are welcome to 
make their contribution. Use make their contribution. Use 
this link to send your OP-ED to this link to send your OP-ED to 
editor. You can also leave your editor. You can also leave your 
comment at the bottom of this comment at the bottom of this 
article.article.
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O
n 12 Novem-n 12 Novem-
ber 2014, dur-ber 2014, dur-
ing a discussion ing a discussion 
of the amend-of the amend-
ments to the Bill ments to the Bill 

on Foreigners and Persons on Foreigners and Persons 
without Citizenship, Tinatin without Citizenship, Tinatin 
Bokuchava stated that should Bokuchava stated that should 
the aforementioned Bill be-the aforementioned Bill be-
come a law, it would hinder come a law, it would hinder 
the development of tourism the development of tourism 
which is the only sector in the which is the only sector in the 
Georgian economy showing Georgian economy showing 
growth as of today.growth as of today.

FactCheckFactCheck took inter- took inter-
est in the role of tourism in est in the role of tourism in 
the economy of Georgia and the economy of Georgia and 
whether or not it really is the whether or not it really is the 
only sector showing growth.only sector showing growth.

According to the data of the According to the data of the 
National Statistics Offi ce of National Statistics Offi ce of 
Georgia, the overall real value Georgia, the overall real value 
of the tourism sector produc-of the tourism sector produc-
tion in 2013 was equal to GEL tion in 2013 was equal to GEL 
1,052 million, constituting 1,052 million, constituting 
7% of the real GDP. Tourism 7% of the real GDP. Tourism 
was one of the fastest growing was one of the fastest growing 
sectors of the economy from sectors of the economy from 
2010 to 2012; however, in 2010 to 2012; however, in 
2013 the overall value of the 2013 the overall value of the 
domestic production in the domestic production in the 
tourism sector decreased by tourism sector decreased by 

3.4% as compared to the pre-3.4% as compared to the pre-
vious year.vious year.

The MP pointed out that The MP pointed out that 
tourism is the only sector tourism is the only sector 
showing growth. Accordingly, showing growth. Accordingly, 
we decided to look into the we decided to look into the 
development of other sec-development of other sec-
tors of the economy. Accord-tors of the economy. Accord-
ing to the data of the fi rst ing to the data of the fi rst 
two quarters of 2014, there two quarters of 2014, there 
was an 11.9% growth in tour-was an 11.9% growth in tour-
ism; however, it was not the ism; however, it was not the 
only sector showing growth. only sector showing growth. 
A signifi cant increase was A signifi cant increase was 
recorded in the fi elds of the recorded in the fi elds of the 
processing industry (10.5%), processing industry (10.5%), 
construction (15.4%) and fi -construction (15.4%) and fi -
nances (9.5%).nances (9.5%).

Tinatin Bokuchava:
Parliamentary Minority MPParliamentary Minority MP

“As of today, tourism 
is the only sector 
in our economy 
showing growth.”

CONCLUSION
Tourism was one of the fi elds with a high level of growth from 2010 to 2012; however, in 2013 Tourism was one of the fi elds with a high level of growth from 2010 to 2012; however, in 2013 
the growth rate fell and the overall value of the domestic production in the tourism sector the growth rate fell and the overall value of the domestic production in the tourism sector 
decreased by 3.4% as compared to that of 2012. According to the data of the National Statistics decreased by 3.4% as compared to that of 2012. According to the data of the National Statistics 
Offi ce of Georgia, the share of the domestic production in the tourism sector increased by 11.9% Offi ce of Georgia, the share of the domestic production in the tourism sector increased by 11.9% 
in the fi rst two quarters of 2014 as compared to the same period of the previous year.in the fi rst two quarters of 2014 as compared to the same period of the previous year.
The MP is not accurate when stating that tourism is the only sector in the Georgian economy The MP is not accurate when stating that tourism is the only sector in the Georgian economy 
showing growth. As our study revealed, a signifi cant increase was recorded in the fi elds of the showing growth. As our study revealed, a signifi cant increase was recorded in the fi elds of the 
processing industry (10.5%), construction (15.4%) and fi nances (9.5%) as well.processing industry (10.5%), construction (15.4%) and fi nances (9.5%) as well.
FactCheckFactCheck concludes that Tinatin Bokuchava’s statement:  “As of today, tourism is the only  concludes that Tinatin Bokuchava’s statement:  “As of today, tourism is the only 
sector in our economy showing growth,” is sector in our economy showing growth,” is FALSE.FALSE.

The views expressed in this website are those  of  FactCheck.ge and  do not refl ect the views of 
The FINANCIAL or the supporting organisations

FactCheckFactCheck

Table 1: Table 1: Growth in the Various Sectors of Economy (First Two Quarters from 2010 to 2014)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Tourism 8.1 9 7.3 -3.4 11.9
Agriculture -4.1 8.5 -3.7 11.3 1.2

Processing Industry 18.6 13.4 13.2 8.6 10.5

Produc  on of Water, Electricity and Gas 3.5 7.1 0.7 5.1 -4.4

Processing of Produc  on by Household 
Industries

-4.9 8.5 -2.6 6.8 2.6

Construc  on 4.4 3.9 18.2 -10.5 15.4
Trade 12.8 5.2 7.1 5.4 9.5
Communica  ons 10.8 8.1 10.1 0.9 7.7
Finances 13.4 24.3 14.8 7 9.5
Real Estate Opera  ons 10.4 12.4 5.3 9.6 5.8

Source:  National Statistics Offi ce of Georgia

P
ASHA Bank, a full ASHA Bank, a full 
service corporate service corporate 
bank, sponsor of bank, sponsor of 
Georgian Panora-Georgian Panora-
ma, on 15th Tbilisi ma, on 15th Tbilisi 

International Film Festival, International Film Festival, 
awarded “I am Beso” by Lasha awarded “I am Beso” by Lasha 
Tskhvitinidze as the winner of Tskhvitinidze as the winner of 
the Georgian National Com-the Georgian National Com-
petition. The 15th TIFF took petition. The 15th TIFF took 
place during the fi rst week of place during the fi rst week of 
December. Supporting the de-December. Supporting the de-
velopment of fi lm industry in velopment of fi lm industry in 
Georgia was the main motiva-Georgia was the main motiva-
tor for the bank for sponsor-tor for the bank for sponsor-
ing one of the most important ing one of the most important 
cultural events in Tbilisi. cultural events in Tbilisi. 

TIFF awards were distrib-TIFF awards were distrib-
uted in two categories – In-uted in two categories – In-

ternational Competition and ternational Competition and 
Georgian Panorama.  The Georgian Panorama.  The 
producer and director of the producer and director of the 
best Georgian fi lm received best Georgian fi lm received 
special gifts from PASHA special gifts from PASHA 
Bank a trip to the Berlin In-Bank a trip to the Berlin In-
ternational Film Festival.ternational Film Festival.

“We are glad that we had “We are glad that we had 
the opportunity to support the opportunity to support 
Georgian cinematography Georgian cinematography 
via Tbilisi International Film via Tbilisi International Film 
Festival, specifi cally Georgian Festival, specifi cally Georgian 
Panorama. We look forward Panorama. We look forward 
to witnessing development of to witnessing development of 
this industry in your country,” this industry in your country,” 
said Shahin Mammadov, CEO said Shahin Mammadov, CEO 
at PASHA Bank Georgia. at PASHA Bank Georgia. 

“Georgian cinematography “Georgian cinematography 
has a long history. In Soviet has a long history. In Soviet 

times Georgian cinema was times Georgian cinema was 
known across as being vibrant known across as being vibrant 
and creative. The Italian di-and creative. The Italian di-
rector Federico Fellini once rector Federico Fellini once 
described it as “a strange phe-described it as “a strange phe-
nomenon, special, philosoph-nomenon, special, philosoph-
ically light, sophisticated, ically light, sophisticated, 
and at the same time, child-and at the same time, child-
ishly pure.” But the economic ishly pure.” But the economic 
breakdown which followed breakdown which followed 
Georgian independence has Georgian independence has 
made it very diffi cult to make made it very diffi cult to make 
fi lms, although recently, the fi lms, although recently, the 
quality and frequency of Geor-quality and frequency of Geor-
gian fi lmmaking is becoming gian fi lmmaking is becoming 
more and more promising more and more promising 
and the fi lms that we saw on and the fi lms that we saw on 
this festival is one more proof this festival is one more proof 
of that,” Mammadov told. of that,” Mammadov told. 

PASHA Bank Awarded 
the Winner of the 
Georgian Panorama
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T
he eurozone will he eurozone will 
enjoy stronger ex-enjoy stronger ex-
port demand in port demand in 
2015 — accelerat-2015 — accelerat-
ing from 3.4% in ing from 3.4% in 

2014 to 3.7% in 2015 and 2014 to 3.7% in 2015 and 
then about 4% on average then about 4% on average 
in 2016-18 — as the US and in 2016-18 — as the US and 
UK recoveries continue and UK recoveries continue and 
a weaker euro offers relief to a weaker euro offers relief to 
less competitive economies less competitive economies 
in the euro area. Further-in the euro area. Further-
more, with the European more, with the European 
Central Bank (ECB) asset Central Bank (ECB) asset 
quality review (AQR) help-quality review (AQR) help-
ing to restore confi dence in ing to restore confi dence in 
the banking sector, together the banking sector, together 
with complementary mea-with complementary mea-
sures from the ECB to boost sures from the ECB to boost 
liquidity, rising business liquidity, rising business 
confi dence should be met confi dence should be met 
with more readily available with more readily available 
fi nance from 2015 onwards.fi nance from 2015 onwards.

Despite the prospect of Despite the prospect of 
stronger growth in 2015, the stronger growth in 2015, the 
legacy of the crisis means legacy of the crisis means 
that the recovery will be that the recovery will be 
slower than in previous re-slower than in previous re-
bounds. Households, busi-bounds. Households, busi-
nesses and governments in nesses and governments in 
almost all countries will need almost all countries will need 
to restrain spending growth to restrain spending growth 
in order to reduce debt lev-in order to reduce debt lev-
els. The pace of eurozone els. The pace of eurozone 
growth in 2016-18 will be growth in 2016-18 will be 
more than half a percentage more than half a percentage 
point slower than in the de-point slower than in the de-
cade up to 2007, when GDP cade up to 2007, when GDP 
growth averaged 2.3% a year.growth averaged 2.3% a year.

More worryingly, policy-More worryingly, policy-
makers have much-dimin-makers have much-dimin-
ished weaponry to tackle any ished weaponry to tackle any 
further shocks. With eight further shocks. With eight 
eurozone Member States’ eurozone Member States’ 
public debt above 90% of public debt above 90% of 
GDP and six of these above GDP and six of these above 
100%, governments have 100%, governments have 
minimal room for fi scal minimal room for fi scal 
stimulus. And in the event stimulus. And in the event 
that infl ation fails to pick up that infl ation fails to pick up 
as fast as anticipated in the as fast as anticipated in the 
coming years, it is unclear coming years, it is unclear 
whether a large-scale sover-whether a large-scale sover-
eign bond purchase program eign bond purchase program 
would be as powerful as it would be as powerful as it 
might have been a year or might have been a year or 
two ago, according to EY.two ago, according to EY.

“Greater certainty in the “Greater certainty in the 
banking sector, a weaker banking sector, a weaker 
euro and falling energy euro and falling energy 
costs are all supportive fac-costs are all supportive fac-
tors for a better economic tors for a better economic 
outlook in the eurozone in outlook in the eurozone in 
2015 than has been the case 2015 than has been the case 
for some years. But it will for some years. But it will 
be some time before wage be some time before wage 

growth rebounds to ‘normal’ growth rebounds to ‘normal’ 
rates, while high debt stocks rates, while high debt stocks 
mean governments need to mean governments need to 
exercise ongoing spending exercise ongoing spending 
restraint. Both will constrain restraint. Both will constrain 
the rate of growth in the the rate of growth in the 
years to come,” Tom Rogers, years to come,” Tom Rogers, 
Senior Economic Adviser to Senior Economic Adviser to 
the EY Eurozone Forecast the EY Eurozone Forecast 
said.said.

“Even given divergences “Even given divergences 
among countries, we think among countries, we think 
that 2015 holds a lot of that 2015 holds a lot of 
promise for the eurozone promise for the eurozone 
as a whole. The effects of a as a whole. The effects of a 
weakening euro should be weakening euro should be 
more substantial next year more substantial next year 
and exports should rise as and exports should rise as 
a result. Despite this posi-a result. Despite this posi-
tive sentiment, the news of tive sentiment, the news of 
strong growth in some of strong growth in some of 
the periphery is undercut by the periphery is undercut by 
very high unemployment — very high unemployment — 
a main concern for the euro-a main concern for the euro-
zone and a problem that will zone and a problem that will 
not disappear overnight,” not disappear overnight,” 
Mark Otty, EY’s Area Man-Mark Otty, EY’s Area Man-
aging Partner for Europe, aging Partner for Europe, 
Middle East, India and Af-Middle East, India and Af-
rica, said.rica, said.

INVESTMENT 
SET TO 
RECOVER AS 
BANKS’ FEARS 
EASE

With fi nancing more With fi nancing more 
readily available and de-readily available and de-
mand conditions improving mand conditions improving 
steadily, total fi xed eurozone steadily, total fi xed eurozone 
investment growth is esti-investment growth is esti-
mated to pick up from zero mated to pick up from zero 
in 2014 to 0.9% in 2015 and in 2014 to 0.9% in 2015 and 
2.7% in 2016, before set-2.7% in 2016, before set-
tling around 2.5% thereaf-tling around 2.5% thereaf-
ter. Moreover, with the ECB ter. Moreover, with the ECB 
also aiming to reinvigorate also aiming to reinvigorate 
the market for asset-backed the market for asset-backed 
securities — enabling banks securities — enabling banks 
to sell on loans and make to sell on loans and make 
further room for lending on further room for lending on 
their balance sheets — there their balance sheets — there 
is potential for an upside sce-is potential for an upside sce-
nario.nario.

It is also worth considering It is also worth considering 
the potential for an upside the potential for an upside 
risk from inward foreign di-risk from inward foreign di-
rect investment (FDI). Some rect investment (FDI). Some 
countries, Spain and Ireland countries, Spain and Ireland 
in particular, have already in particular, have already 
benefi ted substantially from benefi ted substantially from 
increased FDI infl ows in re-increased FDI infl ows in re-
cent years, thanks to much cent years, thanks to much 
improved cost competitive-improved cost competitive-
ness and business environ-ness and business environ-

ments. A depreciating euro ments. A depreciating euro 
should make inward FDI should make inward FDI 
more attractive to fi rms out-more attractive to fi rms out-
side the eurozone, as would side the eurozone, as would 
reform efforts to boost un-reform efforts to boost un-
derlying growth, according derlying growth, according 
to EY.to EY.

HOUSEHOLDS 
BUOYED BY 
CHEAPER 
ENERGY 
AND A 
RECOVERING 
LABOR 
MARKET

After 15 consecutive After 15 consecutive 
quarters of oil prices above quarters of oil prices above 
US$100 a barrel, consum-US$100 a barrel, consum-
ers are experiencing an un-ers are experiencing an un-
expected windfall as a range expected windfall as a range 
of supply and demand-side of supply and demand-side 
factors have pushed the oil factors have pushed the oil 
price down to below US$80 price down to below US$80 
a barrel. This factor alone a barrel. This factor alone 
should boost real household should boost real household 
incomes by at least 0.3 per-incomes by at least 0.3 per-
centage points in 2015 com-centage points in 2015 com-
pared with our September pared with our September 
forecast.forecast.

Furthermore, as exports Furthermore, as exports 
continue to rebound and continue to rebound and 
business investment gathers business investment gathers 
pace, the labor market will pace, the labor market will 
continue to heal, building on continue to heal, building on 
the progress made in 2014. the progress made in 2014. 
That said, as public sector That said, as public sector 
payrolls are rationalized fur-payrolls are rationalized fur-
ther in a number of countries, ther in a number of countries, 
overall employment is likely overall employment is likely 
to grow only gradually, at to grow only gradually, at 
around 0.4% a year through around 0.4% a year through 
the forecast period. More-the forecast period. More-
over, with labor force partici-over, with labor force partici-
pation recovering thanks to a pation recovering thanks to a 
combination of improved job combination of improved job 
prospects and reform efforts prospects and reform efforts 
the unemployment rate will the unemployment rate will 
only fall modestly — from only fall modestly — from 
11.5% in October 2014 to just 11.5% in October 2014 to just 
over 11% by the end of 2016 over 11% by the end of 2016 
and about 10.5% by the end and about 10.5% by the end 
of 2018.of 2018.

Taking these supports to Taking these supports to 
household income into ac-household income into ac-
count, EY expects the pace of count, EY expects the pace of 
consumer spending growth consumer spending growth 
to pick up from 0.7% in 2014 to pick up from 0.7% in 2014 
to 1.3% in 2015. However, to 1.3% in 2015. However, 
there is likely to be only min-there is likely to be only min-
imal acceleration thereafter, imal acceleration thereafter, 
to 1.4% annually in 2016-18, to 1.4% annually in 2016-18, 
according to EY.according to EY.

Eurozone GDP Growth 
to Pick Up to 1.2% in 
2015 from 0.8% in 2014


